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Comments Having read the proposal and supporting documents I am objecting to the application because of the
significant increase in HGV deliveries - 35 a day for a year and a half; which is approximately one lorry
every 15 - 20 minutes, 5 days a week plus Saturday mornings. The deliveries will be arriving on site
via roads in East Grinstead not designed to carry this type and volume of vehicle, and also, roads that
are already very much in need of traffic calming measures. The primary proposed inbound route from
East Grinstead town centre, specifically Ship Street and Dunnings Road, is 100% residential once past
the entrance to Waitrose at the top of Ship Street. It is also downhill the entire length and suffers from
regular excess speeding from all vehicle types. I reside on Dunnings Road and witness first hand the
current risks to pedestrians and other road users, as well as high noise levels and vibration damage to
properties from current regular HGV traffic at all times of the day (and sometimes at night), and which
will become considerably worse under this application. HGV drivers do not have the best reputation for
being careful, considerate and patient when it comes to other road users and the roads they travel on.
We already suffer from the overly aggressive driving style and excess speeding of many of the drivers
of one local well known skip company, this would realistically get worse with the significantly increased
volume. Furthermore, these roads are currently in a poor state of disrepair, which will become even
worse with 3 to 4 fully laden HGVs an hour passing over them. There is no mention whether the
developers will be contributing to the cost of road repairs when they have finished. I note there has
been a traffic impact assessment carried out but, by the admission of the report writers, this is limited
to the entrance to the site. In my view, it significantly under estimates the risks of collision with other
road users, not least because of the narrowing of the road the closer one gets to the site entrance, but
also because of the increased volume and type of vehicles. Ultimately, and in summary, I do not feel
that the application should be given the go ahead until thorough and effective traffic calming measures
have been put in place first. These should not only be on Ship Street and Dunnings Road, but should
include the entire length of Hurst Farm Road because this is a regular cut through for traffic attempting
to miss East Grinstead town centre and the heavy congestion on surrounding town centre roads such
as London Road A22 and one way system. Hurst Farm Road junctions Dunnings Road and due to
restricted vision at the junction is a regular accident spot. There is no reference to Hurst Farm Road in
the reports but as a local resident I know from experience that this road is highly likely to be used
more than Ship Street and residents there should also be considered. There seems little point in
looking at alternative routes. The site is in a rural location and getting to and from it will always need
to involve some degree of use of unsuitable roads, be they because they are residential or narrow etc.
Additionally, even with a prescribed route, there is no guarantee, or requirement even for the drivers
to follow it. Therefore, putting in place traffic calming measures as mentioned, seems the sensible
compromise and solution, especially as these are long overdue anyway and this application could act
as a suitable catalyst to put them in place.
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